Homologous sequence alignments contain important information about the constraints 1 that shape protein family evolution. Correlated changes between different residues, for instance, 2 can be highly predictive of physical contacts within three-dimensional structures. Detecting such 3 co-evolutionary signals via direct coupling analysis is particularly challenging given the shared 4 phylogenetic history and uneven sampling of different lineages from which protein sequences are 5 derived. Current best practices for mitigating such effects include sequence-identity-based weighting 6 of input sequences and post-hoc re-scaling of evolutionary coupling scores. However, numerous 7 weighting schemes have been previously developed for other applications, and it is unknown 8 whether any of these schemes may better account for phylogenetic artifacts in evolutionary coupling 9 analyses. Here, we show across a dataset of 150 diverse protein families that the current best practices 10 out-perform several alternative sequence-and tree-based weighting methods. Nevertheless, we find 11 that sequence weighting in general provides only a minor benefit relative to post-hoc transformations 12 that re-scale the derived evolutionary couplings. While our findings do not rule out the possibility that 13 an as-yet-untested weighting method may show improved results, the similar predictive accuracies 14 that we observe across distinct weighting methods suggests that there may be little room for further 15 improvement on top of existing strategies. 16
There are many variants of evolutionary coupling analysis methods that have been developed, and most methods implement a sequence-identity-based correction to mitigate the effect of phylogenetic relatedness [10, 11, 13] . Specifically, given n sequences in an alignment, the pairwise similarity of all sequences is calculated and the weight W(i) of a given sequence i within an alignment equals the inverse of the total number of sequences j whose distance d(i, j) to sequence i is less than some parameter λ:
where n is the number of sequences in the alignment and I(i, j) is an indicator variable defined as
In general, the different weighting schemes (when applied to the same multiple sequence 141 alignment) are only modestly correlated with one-another. Figure 1D shows the median correlation 142 (across the 150 protein families) observed between HH, GSC, and ACL as well as the commonly used 143 80% sequence-identity-based re-weighting method. In general, the weights produced by different 144 methods on the same protein family are significantly positively correlated with one-another, but the 145 correlations are fairly low, demonstrating that the weighting methods themselves are distinct. been shown to improve the accuracy of evolutionary couplings by accounting for uneven sequence 157 entropies across positions in the alignment and perhaps the underlying phylogenetic structure [16, 49] .
158
As expected, we found that across all weighting schemes, the APC (and to a slightly lesser extent, 159 the entropy-corrected) evolutionary couplings produce substantially more accurate results compared 160 to raw coupling scores ( Figure 2 ). In nearly all cases, sequence-identity-based weighting resulted in the highest accuracy. For the best performing APC coupling scores (Figure 2A ), the commonly 162 used λ parameter representing an 80% sequence identity threshold resulted in significantly higher 163 accuracies compared to the uniform weight controls (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.001). One 164 phylogeny-based weighting method (GSC) and the HH sequence-based method were slightly more 165 accurate than uniform weights provided that they were mean-scaled but the improvement was not 166 significant in either case (p = 0.09 and p = 0.1, respectively); both methods were significantly less 167 accurate than the 80% sequence-identity-based method (p < 0.001 for both cases). ACL weights by 168 contrast generally performed poorly in all cases. 169 We note that even in the best case scenario the increase in PPV due to sequence weighting is 170 comparatively small when compared to the large improvements in accuracy that result from the Testing the ability of evolutionary couplings to predict residue-residue contacts in representative structures. "Uniform" refers to the use of uniform weights for all sequences when fitting evolutionary coupling parameters (red dashed line indicates the mean of this distribution and represents a baseline performance that methods should improve upon). "Threshold (λ)" refers to sequence-identity based weighting with different parameters, and "Mean scale", "Max scale" refer to two different scalings of the indicated weighting methods (HH, GSC, and ACL). (a) Using APC couplings, the mean positive predictive values (PPVs) of the top L couplings vary across different weighting schemes used to infer evolutionary couplings. However, the only methods that significantly improve performance is sequence-identity-based re-weighting with λ=0.8 or 0.9 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.001), but the magnitude of the improvement is modest (1.9% and 1.1% median improvement over uniform). (b) Using entropy-corrected evolutionary coupling values leads to similar conclusions that no weighting scheme substantially outperforms uniform weights. (c) Using raw evolutionary coupling values results in substantially higher accuracies for certain weighting methods relative to uniform, but the overall accuracies remain low compared to (a) and (b).
Weighting on time-scaled trees 178
In Figure 1 , we noted that tree-based weighting methods produced a more un-even distribution 179 of weights compared to the sequence-based weighting methods that we tested. A potential issue with 180 both of the tree-based weighting methods that we consider here is that the rates of evolution vary 181 across phylogenetic trees and thus species are not equidistant from the root sequence. Phylogenetic trees reflect both the relationship between species and the rate of evolution along each branch. For 183 trees consisting solely of extant species, numerous methods can re-scale trees to produce tips that 184 are contemporaneous and equidistant from the root ( Figure 3A) [50]. Since GSC and ACL weighting 185 methods are significantly influenced by the overall distance from the root for individual tips, we 186 reasoned that computing these weights on scaled-trees may produce less variable weights and perhaps 187 more accurate results. We thus used the RelTime algorithm to transform each raw tree into a time-scaled 188 tree and re-computed the weights for the two tree-based weighting methods on these RelTime trees 189
[50].
190
For a given protein alignment, weights constructed in this manner display significantly less 191 heterogeneity than weights calculated from the raw trees (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.001). The
192
PPVs of mean-and max-scaled weighting methods were significantly improved in all cases relative to 193 weights computed on the raw trees ( Figure 3B , results shown for APC couplings). The improvements 194 were again comparatively small and no method out-performed 80% sequence-identity-based weights.
195
However, PPVs with mean-scaled GSC weights calculated from RelTime trees were significantly 196 higher than PPvs from uniform weighting (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.003) and the difference in 197 PPV between these weights and the best performing 80% sequence-identity-based weights was not 198 significant (p = 0.14). Raw tree RelTime tree B Figure 3 . Tree re-scaling prior to calculation of weights slightly improves accuracies. (a) Raw, rooted phylogenetic trees can be converted to time-scaled trees with contemporaneous tips using the RelTime algorithm. (b) Sequence weights calculated from RelTime trees result in slightly better residue-residue contact prediction for the two tree-based weighting methods that we consider (and the two separate scalings of those weights). Shown is the mean PPV for 150 protein families using APC couplings, with error bars showing the standard deviation.
2.4. An altered sequence-identity-based method that accounts for sequence similarity.
200
Thus far we have shown that the current best practice of using sequence-identity-based weighting within a 80% sequence similarity neighborhood results in evolutionary couplings that have the highest power to predict intra-molecular residue-residue contacts. However, we also discussed some potentially counter-intuitive properties of this sequence-identity-based method. We thus developed and tested a variant of the sequence-identity-based method that down-weights sequences according to pairwise similarity and an identity threshold, but does so by accounting for the actual similarity between the sequences. Whereas the original method assigns each sequence a value of 1 and divides by the raw number of similar sequences (defined according to the λ parameter), our modification instead divides by the sum of a similarity-adjusted value for each sequence. Specifically,
(3)
of 16
In contrast to Equation (2), I adj (i, j) produces a continuous range of values between 0 and 1:
As in Equations (1,2), the distance d i,j and the cutoff λ are measured as percent sequence identity.
201
Using this method with a λ value of 0.8, two otherwise independent sequences in an alignment the more similar sequences are, the more they will be down-weighted up to the given sequence identity 207 threshold, at which point no further down-weighting occurs.
208
Comparing this similarity-adjusted sequence-identity-based method to the original method 209 shows that the similarity-based adjustment produces more robust results across the range of possible 210 values for λ (Figure 4 ). Across all of the different variants that we tested, similarity-adjusted 211 sequence-identity-based weights with an identity parameter of 0.8 (and the APC, Figure 4A ) produced 212 evolutionary couplings with the highest median and mean PPV for the 150 protein families. PPVs 213 resulting from this method were significantly higher than results from uniform weights (1.9% median 214 and 3.7% mean increase in PPV, Wilcoxon signed-rank test p < 0.001) but the increase compared to 215 80% sequence-identity weights calculated in the original manner was slight and not significant (0% 216 median and 0.3% mean increase in PPV, p = 0.11). have an unknown pattern of relationships that can be inferred and visualized as a phylogenetic tree.
220
Statistical methods that fail to account for these relationships are expected to be biased, but in the case 221 of direct coupling analyses a phylogenetically agnostic model has nevertheless proven valuable at 222 predicting residue-residue contacts within protein structures [5, 10, 11] . Differential sequence weighting 223 is commonly employed in such analyses as a way to partially mitigate phylogenetic effects, but the 224 overall benefit that such weights provide has yet to be systematically interrogated. We have shown here 225 that numerous (and conceptually distinct) weighting methods produce evolutionary couplings with 226 a roughly equivalent ability to predict residue-residue contacts-given that the coupling values are 227 transformed post-hoc via the average product correction (APC). We found that uniform, HH, GSC, and 228 two variants of 80% sequence-identity-based weights all produce nearly indistinguishable accuracies 229 from one another. While we have only evaluated a few different weighting methods and variants, the 230 similar predictive power of top-performing weighting strategies (despite being substantially different 231 from one-another, Figure 1D ) suggests that there may be little room for improvement on top of current 232 best practices.
Intuitively, uneven sampling and phylogenetic biases are expected to introduce spurious effects into For all of our analyses, we used the so-called "psicov" dataset-an existing set of 150 distinct 284 protein structures with corresponding multiple sequence alignments that have been used in numerous 285 benchmark studies for predicting residue-residue contacts from evolutionary couplings [14, 53, 54] .
Materials and Methods

286
All sequence and structure data were taken directly from Jones and Kandathil [54], but given the 287 large number of different analyses that we ran, we first randomly down-sampled each alignment to a 288 maximum of 1001 sequences (1000 sequences plus the mandated inclusion of the reference protein 289 sequence (1-4). We ensured that our own version of sequence-identity-based weighting was equivalent to the 306 method implemented within CCMpredPy by comparing the resulting effective number of sequences 307 metrics and accuracies and finding them to be identical.
308
For HH based weights, we followed the procedure outlined in the initial paper and ensured that ensures that the sum of all final weights will be equal to the number of sequences in the alignment 321 (n). In the separate max-scaling procedure, we find the maximum weight observed for a particular 322 sequence alignment, and subsequently divide all weights in the alignment by this value. The sum 323 of all weights following this procedure is guaranteed to be some value less than the total number of 324 sequences (n).
325
For ACL and GSC weights, we again followed the procedures outlined in the respective 326 manuscripts [38, 43] 
